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For years and years I’ve been wondering
why Dolly Parton has not had any children
this incredible woman whom I’d rather
sit next to on a plane more than anyone else
in the entire world.  She turned the big five-

O this year perhaps its too late though
there haven’t been any intimations
from the press that menopause
has shut down her factory and then that Adrienne
Barbeau gave birth to a second son
this very week at age 51
without assistance from fertility
drugs.  That’s what the papers

said and besides there are all those older women
out in Italy who have been launching
babies well past sixty lately
Good Lord and the newborns
are healthy a little small maybe
if Dolly is in a quandary she’s got
some time left it’s been pressing
on me this childlessness.  The woman

has accomplished so very much
her achievements her legacy
are handsome and confirmed there’s plenty
of money I presume for raising babies and opportunities
galore she’s not touring as much anymore I hate to think
it’s a problem with the plumbing did you know
that Dolly’s been married to Carl
Dean for nearly thirty years?  You

Overdue Ode

Christopher Brisson
christopherbrisson@hotmail.com



never see him at her side never
not once on the awards shows or in those
magazine photo spreads they lead separate
lives and a seventeen page article
will always fail to mention him they
have an understanding it seems
and I suppose so congenial
is their arrangement she could
seek out semen from other agents
if the problem is indeed Carl’s pipes
but as no such plan or explanation has been
forthcoming from her camp I remain
patient though some dare say
Dolly is a lesbian.   Imagine!

DOLLY PARTON…A LESBIAN!   Ever hear

anything more confounding
didn’t think so America
has long enjoyed the large and wild
success of the blue-eyed
mountain-child woman
her winsome soprano shiny
persona in lackluster movies although 9 to 5  is a good film
Pauline
Kael said so and so do I do you
remember Doralee’s dazzling
ropetricks?  We should all

hail the creator of Dollywood
a Blueridge Disneyland built in ’87
in her hometown of Pigeon Forge
people flock for the fun fantasy food fine
music the rides razzamatazz the avenues
of sequins there are crowds all times
of day and year housewives young
executives families Northerners
Southerners foreigners schoolbuses
of kindergartners and senior citizens
legions of men with substantial
Dollywood in their pants for years
and years before the gala opening

now it is a dream come true for them
an actualization of all things
Partonesque.  Dear beloved incomparable

Dolly you should form a line
with plump red velvet stanchions
at the base of the corkscrew
rollercoaster the men will clamber
from the antipodes bearing goodwill and fresh
spermatozoa scores of tadpoles kept warm
through months of blue-nut retention
swarming in anticipation of your plaintive echo
of a womb there is a baby in you yet it’s true
they will do anything these men
for the privilege
the honor the chance
to contribute yes



Corkscrews
Jessica L. Chapman

Freestyle moves and complacent grooves
Envelop her confession;
Like all the bottled promises
and all the crimes corkscrewed into kisses.
The words listen to themselves
in slippery tones and erogenous zones.
Truth oozing smooth and clear
and as freely as the smoke
from her cigarette...
And another boy makes his point
leaves dirty white socks
and half of a joint.
The government breath and deliberate decay
preaches it’s own gospel in 
dramatic corkscrews.



Your Will be Done
Travis Cooke
Travc28&aol.com

“Ten minutes!” My eyes came sharply open, my heart sank, and I wanted some one to say, “Just kidding, we are
turning around and going home”.  No one said it, “Get ready!” and as if you could have missed the sergeant’s booming voice
everyone repeated his words.  I prayed in my mind “dear God I don’t want to do this, I am afraid, but if I have to die
tonight, then Your will be done.  Please God watch over me”. 
“Outboard personnel, stand up!” The men across from me unbuckled their safety belts.  They clumsily stood trying to fight

their heavy loads, cramped conditions, and the pitching floor.  In the red light I watched them climb on top of their orange
cloth seats, then bend over double to relieve their shoulders of the massive burdens upon them.  “God, please watch over me”
“Inboard personnel stand up!”  Involuntarily I tried to stand, but the safety belt held me fast.  Embarrassed, I quickly
unbuckled it and stood with the rest of the men.  As one we turned to face our seats, we all bent and unclipped them from
the floor, then folded them up out of the way. We quickly stepped into the newly created floor space, and the outboard per-
sonnel climbed off their seats and folded them against the wall.
“Hook up!” Oh, I hated that one, the thick yellow line draped over my left shoulder, ended in a heavy metal clip.  I
unhooked it from the handle on the pack concealing my belly.  I held it up trying to slip it onto the cable over my head.
The floor pitched wildly, and the cable with it.  I missed the cable, time and again.  The weight on my shoulders prevented
me from using one hand to stabilize the cable while the other hooked up.
“Check static lines!”  “Oh God, I’m not even hooked up yet” I finally slid the clip into place with a satisfying click.  Then I

ran my index finger, and eyes over both sides of the clip.  I moved them down my static line and as far as I could over my
shoulder.  Quickly I turned to the back of the man ahead of me.  I looked at his yellow static line, as it crossed his shoulder,
my index finger lightly traced it as it zigzagged across his back, held at the sides by rubber bands.  It finally ended in the cen-
ter of the pack disappearing through a small hole in the green fabric.  I slapped his shoulder, “Your good” I screamed over the
noise of the engines.  Seconds later my shoulder was slapped by the man behind me “Your good” I barely heard. 
“Check equipment!” I ran my finger across my chinstrap, “Oh, God I don’t want to do this” my finger ran its course over

the straps leading from my chin to the back of my helmet.  “Dear God if it be your will, just give me a break this one time.”
The finger slid to my left shoulder and checked the heavy green strap there and the metal buckle over my heart.  I switched
hands and did the same with the strap on my right shoulder and its buckle.  With both hands I checked the buckle in the
center of my chest, then the silver handle over my right hip. Two buckles threatening to break both of my hips were next.
They were concealed beneath the pack hanging across my pelvis.  Then the eighty pound ruck, that was suspended upside
down over my legs.  I had no idea what I was looking for, but it all seemed okay to me.  The weight had again pulled me to a



stooped position.  I shot up straight trying in vain to adjust the load on my shoulders.  It didn’t work, it never worked, so
again I stooped clinging to the yellow life line with my right hand. 
“Sound off for equipment check!” from the back of the line the response was immediate, a loud slap and a chorus of

“Okay!”  The slaps grew louder as each man shouted okay to the man ahead of him.  The man behind me slapped my butt
hard, “ Okay!” he shouted.  I quickly did the same to the man ahead of me.  It continued up the line, until from the front,
the lead men shouted, “All okay, jumpmaster!”  Now came the wait, it was normally three to seven minutes, but it might as
well have been twenty years.  I bent under the weight, both on my shoulders and on my heart.  I realized that I needed to
urinate terribly; I always needed to at this point.  It was just one more thing to make this experience a living hell.  The fear
washed over me again, it took away the pain in my back and shoulders, it stole the sharp searing pain in my bladder, but it
brought with it a question, a hundred questions, the same ones as every time before.  I had been lounging against the pack
on my back for four hours now, what if I messed it up.  Head down, chin on chest, elbows tight into sides, hands on the
ends of the reserve, bend slightly forward at the waist, feet and knees together, count to four, if you make it to five pull the
reserve, my brain ran through the sequence.  I had it down pat; but if I forgot one thing it would mean injury or death.
“Dear God, I am afraid.  I know you can turn this plane around, but if it is your will that we jump, please be with me.  Give
me the strength of heart to step out, and then carry me to the ground safely, dear Lord. If I have to die please watch over my
sons dear Lord.  Dear Lord, please give me strength.  Your will be done dear God, Amen.”  
Suddenly my ears popped and the wind roared through the opening doors, the air rang with the agonized scream of the wind
through the blast deflectors.  It slowly died down to a dull rushing roar as my ears became accustomed to the sound.  I could
glimpse through the swaying forest of bodies the slightly bluer blackness of the night sky outside.  I could also see the little
red light next to the door; “Please God let it stay red”.  I wondered, would I jump, or would I freeze in the door?  I had seen
men do it, did they know they were going to do that, or did it just happen as they prepared to exit?  I hoped it wouldn’t hap-
pen to me.  I had friends, leaders, and followers all around me, and I had seen the cruel ostracism that resulted from cow-
ardice, I didn’t want to be a coward.  “Dear God, your will be done”.
“One minute!” Oh, God, sixty seconds to go, in less than two minutes I would either be safely on the ground, or dead.
Sometimes they didn’t fall to their deaths though, every once in a while someone got hung up; the guys called it being “out
there flapping,” the army called it being a towed jumper.  Normally, a person unfortunate enough to have this happen, would
be hit by every other jumper that exited behind him, then if he lived would be beaten to death against the side of the plane.
I could definitely do without that.  
“Stand by!” the first jumper slid his static line to the jumpmaster’s waiting hand, and turned to face the door.  My heart
skipped a beat, “Oh God, be with me”, and I knew the lead man’s anxiety.  Everyone else could hold onto something to sta-
bilized themselves against the bucking aircraft, the lead man on each side, however, had to stand with their hands on their
reserves and watch that little red light. 
“Thirty seconds!” the man ahead of me turned and showed me his index finger and thumb held close together, it was the
visual signal for the thirty-second warning.  I signaled the man behind me, and again in an instant, remembered my aching
bladder.  I was sure that my clavicles would shatter under the load, I remembered I was holding my static line in my right
hand and quickly changed it to my left.  If I had gone out like that the static line would have severed my neck, “Gotta think,
Travis”, I thought “you’ll get yourself killed if you don’t”.  The man beside me turned and winked, his smile was brilliantly
white against his camouflaged face, “Have a good jump brother!” he shouted.  I smiled back, it came natural, and looked like
I meant it “You too brother, good luck!”  It was tradition to wish each other luck, during the last thirty seconds.  There was a
combination of reasons; first, your heart was swollen in fear, and excitement until you knew it would explode if you didn’t let
some pressure off it.  The only way to do that was to scream something to someone near you.  Secondly, it felt as if you
brought good luck upon yourself by wishing it to those around you, as if God would smile at your generosity of spirit, and
then keep you from harm.  I had to urinate so bad by then that I almost wanted to jump so that I could release the pressure.
“Green light, GO!” it caught me unaware, it startled me half to death.  The outboard personnel would exit first; the man
who had winked at me was gone in an instant.  I only had moments left to contemplate my life before thought would be
replaced by action.  Why were they exiting so fast, couldn’t they slow down and give me one extra moment?  “Last man, last
man, last man!” the last man in the outboard row flew past me, when he reached the door it would be time for the inboard
row to exit.  Suddenly the man ahead of me was gone, moving for the door.  I jumped and followed him; the world went
into slow motion.  He handed his static line to the jumpmaster’s assistant called the safety.  He turned to face the door in one



fluid motion, his foot went out and he froze there for an instant.  The air stream caught his toe and that was all it took.  In a
flash he was gone, and I stepped up.  I passed my static line to the safety, and turned to the door, “oh God, Oh God, Oh
GOD”.  I bent at the waist and could see out, down the side of the plane there was a stream of open and opening parachutes
out there.  I stuck my toe out and it took an eternity for the air to catch it and suck me involuntarily out of the plane.
I forgot to count, I always forgot to count.  The hand of God shook me like I was the dice in a cosmic craps game.  My feet
went over my head, and through slitted eyes I saw the aircraft upside-down.  God chose that moment to snatch me upright,
the straps running between my legs tried to cut me in half, as my descent slowed.  I reached for my risers, and tried to look
up at my canopy.  My helmet had slid over my eyes and I was blind for a moment.  I adjusted the helmet, and looked up
again.  The chute was full, full and beautiful.  Light green silk against a blue-black night sky. The silence enveloped me, with
aircraft flying over my head, and people falling all around me, there was silence.  The silence was more than a lack of sound
though; it was a lack of feeling, no wind, no sensation of falling, nothing but God and me.  “Thank you, God” I whispered,
“Thank you so much”.  God and I hung there in space and surveyed the world around us.  You can see more at night from
the air than the ground.  It was wonderful, perfect, miles of North Carolina forest stretched as far as I could see.  Then my
eyes wandered to the ground.  From that height you have no depth perception, I could see the ground moving slowly past
me.  There were parachutes scattered across the open field below, and I realized I could make out individual clumps of grass.
I quickly lowered my rucksack by pulling the white handle that released it to fall to the end of its eighteen-foot lowering line.
I then activated the clip on my left and allowed my rifle, in its case, to slide down the line and join my ruck there below me.  
I put my feet and knees together so that my ankles wouldn’t break when I impacted the ground.  I put my chin on my chest
so that I wouldn’t bite my tongue off or shatter my jaw.  I waited, and waited; the ground was impossibly close but still I was-
n’t there.  I imperceptibly reached for the ground with my toes.  In a heart beat I realized that I had my depth perception
back, this meant I was within thirty five feet of the ground, I would hit soon.  From the realization to the hit takes a second
and a half, but it feels much quicker.  All at once, almost too fast to consciously realize my lowered equipment hit and
anchored me to it’s position, my toes hit, then my buttocks, and I flipped heels over head, twisted and came to rest on my
back.  The parachute was feeling ambitious and reinflated with the wind and began dragging me towards its own destination.
I unclipped the buckle on my left shoulder, and the parachute went limp.  I lay in the sand and grass, perfectly still.  I looked
up at the sky and wiggled my toes, then my ankles, knees, and hips.  I then checked my back, my elbows, neck, and jaws, I
was okay!  “Thank you God, Oh thank you God for saving me”.  I rolled onto my side and freed myself from the rig, and
while lying there urinated on the ground beside me.  I got up to retrieve my rifle out of its case, pack my chute and don my
ruck.  While packing my chute into its bag, I saw a man near me doing the same thing.  We silently worked as the aircraft
made a second pass over head.  Looking up, I could see more chutes opening, and was silently grateful that I was here and
not there.  I had just gone back to my work, when I heard a loud thump behind me.  Something had hit hard between the
other man and I.  I thought something had fallen from one of the aircraft.  I turned to look, and found that I was right.
There on the ground was an amorphous pile of darkness, the other soldier and I advanced warily toward it.  The pile
groaned, and my heart stopped cold.  I wanted to run away, I wanted to help, I wanted to do everything and nothing.  I
yelled to the other man, “Get a medic, now!” I moved to the dying man’s side.  I wanted to make him comfortable, but I
knew moving him would kill him instantly.  I lay on my side next to him; I wanted to ask, “Are you okay?”  I knew it would
be a stupid question, but it was all that would pass my lips.  He groaned again, I can still picture his eyes wild with fear and
pain, his neck bent impossibly sharply, and his cheek in the dirt.  “What is your name?” I asked, I got no response.  I heard
the humvee coming with the medics, I whispered “Help is on the way, brother.”  I scrambled away as the medics ran up.  I
stood there helplessly as they cut away his equipment.  I heard one tell the other that he was dead, and in answer the soldier
groaned again.  The medics got out a backboard, and six of them tried to roll him off of his equipment onto the board.
There were sickening, audible, wet, cracks, and pops from the broken body.  I waited for the scream that never came, only a
small grunt and it was over. The soldier died before they could put him into the truck.  I thought about him a lot afterward.
I never knew his name, but I knew that on my first jump in the Eighty Second Airborne division, a man had died before my
eyes.  It is a sobering thought, and I see him in my dreams to this day. With all of that, it still was not my most frightening
jump. The next one was.



Ò3Ó
Paul Donnelly

Once upon a time in the land of Dexter Vector, people of the left hand 
were oppressed.  Why? Because it was the right thing to do. Lefties 

could not vote, nor marry right-handed people; they could not work at 
the better jobs, and wherever they lived they had to carry permits at 
all times.  All but the simplest education would have been wasted on 
them.  They were sinister.  It was well-known that this was the right 

way to build civilization. 

Renee was a pretty little girl born to an ambidextrous mother and a 
left-handed father – an unfortunate love-match, as sometimes happens 

even to the most blest families.  Naturally, her mother’s family cast 
her out when she told them the truth: “I love him,” she said, “and 
that makes it all right.  Both parents poured their souls into Renee, 

the focus of all their love and hope.

One day when she was five, they saw their worst fears realized: she 
wrote her name with her left hand, in big clear letters.  So Renee’s

mother called her brother – the only one of her family who would still 
speak to her. They arranged for Renee to go far away, to be raised as 

a right-handed person with right-thinking people.

But Renee’s uncle did not hide her true identity from her, and the 
righteous ways of the world troubled the child.  A dutiful girl, she 
painstakingly learned to write with the correct hand, and to do all 
things properly.  Still she knew that something was terribly wrong.  

Her uncle warned her it was not right to speak of it.  One day when 
she was just becoming a woman and would carefully arrange to be by
herself to think, she found in her uncle’s garage, hidden away like an 
old error, a rusty musty left-handed monkey wrench.  With the sense 
she was doing something deliciously naughty, she hefted it with her 

own left hand – and instantly a genie appeared out of a small, 
counterclockwise cyclone, clad in grubby overhauls and smelling of 

WD-40.

Her heart rose: perhaps the geni could help her right the ways of the 
world? “Are you here to grant me three wishes?” she asked.



“No, but I will grant you three lies.”

Renee was puzzled. It is not right to lie.

“You know that if you lie, you will lose your immortal soul?” The 
genie demanded, taking the wrench away from her, and then giving it 

back to her right hand.  She nodded.

“By my powers, I grant you the right to tell three lies, with use 
immunity from damnation,” he explained.  “But if you ever tell a 

fourth, you abandon your immortal soul.”

With that, he vanished in a clockwise whoosh of blue smoke, leaving a 
large oilstain.

From that day, Renee worked diligently at becoming a right-handed 
person.  She did well in school, and was accepted to the finest, most 

exclusive college of all.  When she filled out the application, she 
paused at the routine statement required by the government: “I am not 
now, and never have been, a left-handed person.” Thus, she used her 

first lie, marking “right” with a bold hand.

In college, she met a wonderful, well-connected and wealthy 
right-handed man, who though he showed the right-thinking prejudices 

of his society friends, still had a good heart.  They fell in love, 
and were married – and as Renee walked up the aisle, she saw two 

shabbily-dressed old people in the back row, on the left (depending on 
which way you were looking).  Her heart sank, but she rightly focused 

on the key vow required by the ceremony: “Do you, a right-handed 
woman, take this right-handed man to be your husband?” Her second lie 

was plain: “I do”, without any mental reservation or purpose of 
evasion.

So they grew rich by applying their brains (especially hers, which he 
rightly recognized)  and his social connections, and thus she became 

involved in politics.  Resolutely, she set out eroding, and then 
openly fighting blind bigotry and discrimination against left-handed 

people. She was on the right side of history.  More and more
Dexterians realized that, in truth, their society was moving in 

circles.  For years and then decades, step by step progress was made.  
Renee sought high office, and then still higher, until finally she was 

a candidate for President of Dexter Vector, the first woman ever 
nominated, and she was close to victory.

Then in the last, decisive debate, her desperate opponent brought up 
the ugly rumor his campaign had been whispering for months: “Can you 

look the people in the eye,” he cried, “and deny that you are not 
yourself secretly a Leftie,” he nearly spat the word, “and that is the 
real reason you are destroying all that is right in Dexter Vector?”



Renee was waiting for this, which she had at first been dreading, and 
then gradually waiting for, as for redemption: “No,” she said, looking 
all Dexter Vector in its unblinking electronic eye, “I am, always have

been, and always will be a proud, right-handed, right thinking, 
right-acting person.”

And she won in a landslide.  In her two terms as the first female 
President, left-handed people won the right to vote, and all laws 

oppressing them were swept aside.  Under her leadership, the 
transition was far easier than anyone expected.  By the time she left 

office, no one could rightly remember why it had seemed so important 
that left-handed people be denied all.  Her rectitude and integrity 

was legendary – “Right as Renee” became a cliché.  After all she had 
accomplished, her slightest act, merest word, became a powerful moral 

guide for the renamed Republic of Excelsior.

So she retired, old and full of honors, to tend to her family – her 
grown children, and grandchildren, some of them offspring of marriages 

with left-handed sons and daughters-in-law.

One day, when Renee was very old, her (secretly) most favorite of all 
her grandchildren, a brave, loving, ambidextrous girl who reminded her 

of someone, crawled into her lap.  She had had a tough day. She felt 
wronged. She had fought with a brother who made her feel bad over some 

childish thing, and her mother and father had required her to help set 
it right, to accept responsibility for her own part in the mess.  It

was confusing.  So the little girl sought out her beloved Renee, who 
was so old, and wise, and soothing.  Looking up at her beloved 

Gramma’s face, she hugged her and said: “I love you so much, Gramma, 
you make everything all right.  I want to be just like you when I grow

up.”

And the little girl asked: “Please tell me, Gramma, how you learned to 
do right?”



Unwanted Inspiration
Jodie Lyn Fisher

Moldy Green, unadulterated, vindictive smile
A canvas pure, white
ruined with affluent bile.

Dep[reciated children, polluted,
frolicking in societal fecal matter
The artist portrays
using somber colors of spatter.

Unwanted inspiration-
The artisan drops his head with shame
as he settles his poignant piece-
within the frame



Motive
Lauri McGill Galentine
laurijo73@hotmail.com

What I remember most
Is the rage in your eyes
As the words from your lips
Broke my heart.
And I question your motive.
I wasn’t the only one
Who sinned that afternoon
You were right there with me.
It was you who said
“Let’s go in the backroom.”
The thing is,
My heart was in it.
And if God looks at the heart
Then I guess your sin
Goes deeper than mine.



The Common Wall

Mike Hovancek

He was sitting in his room.  That was all he was doing.  There was, however, a lot that went into sitting.  His synapses were
firing their little pulses of information around his brain like millions of tiny fax machines; his stomach was busy sorting and
reducing his last meal into usable elements; his cells were methodically reproducing themselves at a steady rate; a small cyst was
patiently claiming space on his colon where it would remain, unnoticed for several years; his muscles retained the proper amount
of tautness that was required for him to remain in a seated position; his perceptual organs continued to gather information from
the environment; blood, bile, and phlegm continued to navigate their way through his lymphatic system...  Sitting, you see, is
a fairly complicated activity.

This sitting was more than just physiological.  While he sat there in his room, letters he sent to friends were racing toward
their destinations; his bank account continued to accumulate a modest bundle of interest; an electric meter counted out the
electricity that his clock, desk light, and refrigerator eagerly sucked out of their respective wall sockets...

I could go on like this forever but I’m sure you get the idea.  I won’t talk about the gravity that labored to hold him against
the floor in order to prevent him from floating uncontrollably up to the ceiling; the particle motion that held his atoms togeth-
er so he wouldn’t disintegrate into billions of pieces of undifferentiated matter; or any of the other things that went into sitting
in that room.  Instead, I’m going to focus on a small handful of information that filtered its way through the walls.  

O.K., O.K., I lied when I said that he was just sitting.  He was sitting and listening.  Thanks to the shotty nature of the
construction that went into his building, he could hear everything that was happening in his neighbor’s apartment.  He knew
when she was in the shower, he knew what time she woke up and went to sleep, he heard many of the messages that her friends
left on her answering machine, he knew what kinds of music she liked to listen to, he knew how often she had friends over, he
knew what kinds of sounds she made when she was having sex...  In a way, he knew more about her than her parents or even
her lovers would ever know.

Strangely, he didn’t know her name.  He didn’t even know what she looked like.  Because of her complicated pattern of
arrivals and departures, only two occasions allowed the two of them to be in the hall at the same time.  Both times he tried to
look off into the distance until the crucial moment when he could slip in a cautious glance at her.

Over time, his imagination began to distort the bits of information that his eyes were able to gather.  His mental picture was
just inaccurate enough that if he saw her in the grocery store he wouldn’t have recognized her.  In his brain she was a picture
that was assembled from bits of the indifferent cheerleaders, efficient cashiers, and cheery bank clerks whose generic pleasant-
ness he mistook for attraction.

The sounds that found their way through the wall became a constant comfort to him.  He sat on his bedroom floor listen-
ing to the water as it drained out of her bath tub.  He listened to the sound of her closet door being pulled open.  He listened
to the mechanical whine of the hair drier as it altered the arrangement of  hydrogen and oxygen molecules in her hair. With
each sound, he imagined an accompanying visual image.

He pictured her unclothed body.  He had fallen in love with her imaginary nakedness.  What did he love about her body?
He loved the fact that she didn’t have a penis\; he loved every one of the 9,462 nerve endings in her body; he loved the fatty
tissue that globed itself around her two mammary glands; he loved all of the 206 bones that kept her from being a shapeless,
sloshy mass of flesh. 

He took out a worn notebook and read the last entry:



2:05 AM = Listened to country radio station.  2:30 AM = went to bed...alone.

Below that entry he added:

Saturday, May 3rd: 11:00 AM = Woke up.  11:05 = Bath.

* * *

His name was William Lanceford.  I know everything about him (I’m omniscient, for Christ’s sake).  William got his start
in much the same way that all of us did.  He started as an egg and a sperm that had a fairly decent sense of direction.  He suc-
cessfully navigated his way through the usual zygote-embryo-fetus-newborn sequence and was born into the hands of Medina
General Hospital’s on-call obstetrician.  The whole thing was pretty uneventful.  To his mother’s relief, he had the same num-
ber of fingers, toes, eyes, heads, noses, reproductive units, and mouths as all the other babies in the neonatal unit.  What a joy
it was to be typical (if only for a brief moment).

Steve Lanceford was out of town when his son was born.  He had to learn to adjust to this little six pound bundle of liabil-
ity the way an amputee has to get used to lugging around a phantom limb.  He was desperately repairing gas lines for the East
Ohio Gas Company when he received the call from his wife.  When he heard the news he ran out to a nearby deli and bought
six pounds of lunch meat just to see what it would feel like to have the weight of his newborn son hanging in his hands.  He
held the package of pastrami, he looked lovingly at it, his chest swelled with pride.  Then, he made a few sandwiches.

William’s mother and father were separated at the time.  This isn’t such a strange thing.  Marriage, after all, had become a
temporary state-of-being in their culture.  When it came to marital strife, William’s parents were freakishly normal.

Steve and Lisa Lanceford were the kind of couple who communicated almost entirely with their genitals.  Steve thought that
love was the sensation he felt when the cavernous vessicles in his sex organs became engorged with blood.  Lisa, in turn, thought
that love was the sensation she felt when the alcohol seeped into her blood system, causing her legs to became less particular
about who pulled them apart.

As Lisa’s body went through the miraculous transformation of motherhood, Steve discovered that the cavernous vessicles
between his legs were willing to fall in love with all kinds of women.  Suddenly, every waitress, dancer, and hitchhiker became
an object of his affections.  He was a very loving person.  Suddenly he was Jesus, Gandhi, and Mother Theresa rolled into one.

To complicate matters, Steve and Lisa’s method of communication proved to be astonishingly inefficient.  Although it can
be a lot of fun to relate to someone in a genital manner, it can also make banking and income taxes difficult to navigate.  At
times it was like trying to speak a language that was made up entirely out of verbs.

By the time William was pushed through his mother’s pelvic canal, Steve and Lisa were living in different homes.  What
started as a family quickly developed into two warring factions, the marriage being reduced to a mere legal technicality that both
participants strove to violate.

Lisa turned out to be almost as good at parenting as she was at being a wife.  She used to smack her tiny son when he cried
too often or too loudly.  Sometimes she would let him miss school because she didn’t have the energy to force him into his
school clothes.  At other times she would leave him unattended for several hours while she went to bars in an attempt to find
more alcohol induced love.  

One day Lisa was painfully trying to sleep through the blackness of the previous evening’s consumption when she heard a
commotion outside.  The neighbors at her apartment complex had just turned on the news and learned that John Kennedy had
been shot while parading through Dallas, Texas.  What a shame.    

To Lisa, this national tragedy was an inconvenience.  Thanks to the disruption in her sleep, she wasn’t going to escape her
hang-over until late afternoon.  Fortunately, she wasn’t the kind of woman who let hardship hold her back.  She wrestled her
way out of bed to pee.  As soon as she was upright, an evening’s worth of fermented aphrodisiacs sloshed to the bottom of her
stomach like a pile of hot lava.  Suddenly, she felt as if she had spent the previous week eating flaming Brillo pads.  Lisa made
a couple of futile steps toward the bathroom and promptly vomited into the fish tank.  

A skull-rattling bass drum in her head banged out the blood rhythm of her hang-over.  Ironically, while the activities of her
previous evening bludgeoned her back into bed, the President of The United States lay in Parkland Memorial Hospital with a



bullet in his head, feeling no pain whatsoever.  Some people are just lucky.
At twelve years old, William had basically raised himself and his mother.  Most of his memories of November 22, 1963 were

of damp wash rags, aspirin, and an entire day of cautiously soft-shoeing his way around his mother’s hang-over.  Another mem-
ory, of a glass box full of suffocated fish, found itself neatly tucked away where only a skilled therapist could retrieve it.

Later that afternoon the police arrived.  Things were happening very quickly in their policey lives.  At 12:30 their president’s
life escaped through a neat little hole in his head.  At 2:28 (after the county had been presidented by a dead man for nearly two
hours) Lyndon B. Johnson was sworn in as President of The United States.  At 4:00 they were dispatched to the home of Lisa
Lanceford after receiving numerous complaints from the neighbors about child abuse, truancy, and unhealthy living conditions.

William was forcibly seized by the two policemen.  Lisa poured herself out of bed and screamed her anger and confusion
through what was left of her hang-over. The police handed her a copy of the emergency custody papers and stormed out of the
apartment with William, like a common purse-snatcher, locked in their arms.

William looked back at his mother.  She stood there in her dirty underwear and her pillow-vandalized hair, yelling at the
two uniformed strangers.  He thought to himself,  “Who will take care of her while I’m away?”.

This memory found itself firmly tucked behind the fish tank in William’s mind.  

* * * 

1:00 PM - 1:22 PM = Called friend.
1:30 PM = Listened to country music.

He was still sitting in his room.  He was still listening to his neighbor.  As time went by a remarkable amount of informa-
tion collected in William’s notebooks.  He kept track of his neighbor’s sleeping habits, her telephone calls, her bathing rituals...
Her life was slowly becoming a tower of paper, her existence loosely bound by the misshapen spiral wires of college-ruled note-
books.   

William closed his eyes and imagined her body again.  He thought about the beautiful geometry, the curves and lines that
made up her form.  He thought about the poetry of her shapes, the history, the tryst between science and art that met at her
body.

William and his unsuspecting lover, two carbon-based life forms, ran the parallel lines of their lives separated by the chalky
border of plasterboard and wooden bracing.  The plaster drew out the edges of their lives like chalk lines around two murder
victims.  

Soon the shortest distance between these two human points would be drawn.  Soon, the parameters would be shattered.
Soon!

* * *

Freshly yanked from his mother’s home, William was pulled through the system like a cat on a leash.  He braced himself
against the lawyers and the social workers, his feline resistance failing to match the brutish tugs of the system.  Like a child exit-
ing the womb, he struggled to remain where he no longer belonged.

William’s life was a crowd of memories.  He could imagine all the gauzy shapes swirling around his head like a million tech-
nicolor butterflies.  Knowing that he could never keep track of it all, he had always assumed that his mother would be there to
keep track of it for him.  Once he was removed from home, though, he felt as if he had left his childhood somewhere in that
dark, cluttered apartment where his mother twisted in her bed, trying to free herself from her latest hang-over.

The social workers tried to locate William’s father to see if he could take emergency custody of his son.  They had no luck.
Apparently, Steve melted away like the marriage that once stretched between himself and Lisa.  Rumor had it that he had been
sleeping with a 16-year-old girl and that, when the girl’s father found out, Steve had to leave town in order to avoid a rather
impolite shotgun blast to his head.

William ended up living with his maternal grandmother in a squinty little house along the dirtier edges of suburbia.  Every
Sunday Grandma Rose would don one of her favorite house dresses, tuck a stack of ancient hymnals under her arm, and head
off  to the Mansfield Correctional Facility where she played organ at the prison chapel.  This frail, dried flower of a woman (not



content to remain pressed between the pages of an old book) somehow managed to grow right into the cracks in the cement
walls of the prison.  

Her organ playing was like a waft of purgatory.  She would pound on the keys with all of her 5’2” might while the instru-
ment choked out its tragic melodies\; its club-footed rhythms.  The praying inmates would curl into their bomb shelter kneel-
ing positions as if they were ducking from the music that spewed out of the wounded instrument.  Some of them would occa-
sionally glance up at the organ, wondering if perhaps a flock of geese had gotten stuck in its pipes.  

The organ was a cleverly disguised rehabilitation machine.  Emitting moans and screams like the cries of a million crime vic-
tims, it pressed its guilt upon the congregation like a team of trained therapists.  To the prisoners, Rose’s music was a celebra-
tion of tone deafness; a taste of Armageddon.  

Everyone at the prison loved Rose.  She used to walk around in her rust-water house dresses and her large wooden beads
like a stern mother bird with a beak full of worms.  She knew the names of all the inmates who attended the weekly church
services.  Many of them counted on her to provide a thread of information about the outside world.  To them, this plain little
woman with her veiny legs and her thrift store shoes was a needle of light in the utter darkness of their daily lives.   

Her make-up was the cosmetic equivalent of her organ playing.  She used to slop on a fresh layer of lipstick at the top of
every hour. Whenever she sucked the life out of one of her endless chains of cigarettes, she would make a saucy red smear on
the filter. When she ate at restaurants her lipstick would leave behind a murder scene of red silverware, red cigarette buts, and
red napkins.  It was a miracle that the folks at Revlon didn’t write to demand that she quit using their product in such an abu-
sive manner; It was a miracle that circus clowns didn’t stop in mid-performance, distracted by her outlandish make-up; It was
a wonder her big red lips didn’t play havoc with the traffic patterns.   

Rose could be as tough as a bag full of angry pit bulls when she needed to be.  She had to learn to be that way.  Rumor had
it that she was a quiet as a goldfish back when she was a young woman growing up in the embryonic city of Medina.  It was-
n’t until she married her husband, Don, that she found her voice.  

Her husband, a prominent gynecologist, was very good at his job.  He was also a popular guest speaker at Kiwanis meet-
ings, where the cutting edge socialites of the community gathered to tempt the fates by sipping caffeinated beverages and
addressing the critical farming issues of the day.  Everyone liked Don.

Despite her husband’s competence and popularity, Rose’s marriage to him was a trial.  He was the kind of father who was
more comfortable being a buddy than being a parent.  He used to slip Lisa a handful of change whenever Rose cut off her
allowance and he seemed to really enjoy helping his daughter get away with various things that were against the house law.

Rose would often catch Don helping Lisa to sneak around the rules.  It was like raising two problem children at the same
time; one of them just happening to be a prominent gynecologist.  This situation forced Rose into the authoritarian role of the
household, obliged to consequent Lisa and as well as her husband. 

Don also found himself in trouble from time to time because of his sense of humor.  As it turned out, he was recklessly fond
of slight-of-hand tricks:

Dr. Don: What seems to be the problem my dear?
Patient: (Lying with her feet in the stirrups) I keep experiencing a burning sensation...down there.
Dr. Don: Well, no wonder you’re having problems!  (Appearing to pull a lit cigarette out of his patient’s unsuspecting sexual
orifice) I suggest you limit yourself to one pack a day, sweety.

In order to survive her husband’s humor, Rose had to grow a shell over the sensitive areas of her psyche.  Over time, she
became as tough as a nail bomb.  By the time her husband passed away she had enough emotional strength to crush a beer can
with a single muscular swing of her mood.  She was so strong, in fact, that she dealt with the loss of her husband the way a car
deals with the loss of a muffler:  She just kept going.  

William had to compress his self-sufficient lifestyle into the walls of Grandma Rose’s demands.  The concrete boundaries of
the Mansfield Correctional Facility were no match for the fortress that she erected around her grandson’s unruliness.  

He didn’t know it, but this structure was everything that William needed.  Up until that time he had never learned how to
live up to expectations.  All his mother ever expected was for him to keep quiet and away.  Instead of being consistent with her
punishments, Lisa punished her son with the same kind of randomness that a tornado uses when it decides which houses to
obliterate and which houses to leave untouched.  



Grandma Rose, on the other hand, gladly took on the enormous task of teaching William the relationship between actions
and consequences.  She was determined to keep this boy from turning out like her daughter.  In William, she saw the chance
to compensate for the inconsistent parenting that she had to dole out when she “shared” parenting duties with her husband.  It
was actually a relief not to have Don around, undoing her authority behind her back.

Rose methodically composed a set of rules and consequences for her grandson.  At first, William beat his frustrations against
the walls of this new structure.  Over time, though, he found himself taking on a new shape that seemed to fit comfortably
within the confines of his grandmother’s  home.  Like an expert gardener, Rose dutifully yanked out every weed from William’s
personality.  In response, William flourished like an award winning entry at the county fair.  For a while, anyway.

This brief moment of stability found itself interrupted when Rose became ill.  After years of torturing melodies out of the
organ at the Mansfield Correctional Facility, her heart had taken on the rhythms of her music (which is to say that she devel-
oped a fairly severe case of arrhythmia).  William tried to nurse his grandmother back to health but, once again, the damp wash
cloths, aspirins, and the old soft shoe were paired with police, social workers, and judges. 

* * * 

2:23 PM = Called another friend. 

He was sitting in his room.  He was listening.  While the common wall that separated William and his neighbor continued
to transmit information into the pile of notebooks, William’s head continued to crackle with little sparks of thought.  As he sat
and listened to his neighbor talking on the phone a new thought occurred to him:

“If I can hear everything that happens in her apartment, she must be able to hear everything that happens in mine”

Thought is actually a chemical process.  Once this new chemical was introduced to the stew, the whole recipe changed.
William started thinking about all the things that his neighbor must have known about him.  She must have known a million
little intimate things that nobody else could possibly have known.  Excitement rushed through his body like panic through a
crowded movie theater. The chemical reaction of thought produced a dangerous potion in his head.  

For months he had been collecting information into his notebooks.  It wasn’t until this moment, however, that he under-
stood why he had been doing it.  Unbeknownst to himself, he was courting his neighbor through the wall that seperated/con-
nected them.  It was a romance forged in plasterboard.  

William decided to penetrate the barriers that sealed him off from his love.  He listened to her voice coming through the
walls as he formulated his plan.  He decided that he would sneak into her apartment and leave a little note on her pillow.  He
thought this little move would enable him to meet the woman who held his future in her hands.  At the same time, he knew
that it would enable her to meet the man of her dreams.  In this, he was killing two birds with one stone; In this, he was killing
a whole flock of birds with one stone.  Christ, he could have killed an entire species of birds with this stone.  

Soon the two neighbors would meet in the flesh.  Soon!

* * *

With his grandmother’s health on hold, William had to be placed in an emergency foster home.  It was a numbing experi-
ence for him.  After having his life pulled out from under him for the second time, he decided that it was time to allow the door
in his heart to rust itself shut.  

William simply lost the desire to play the games that everyone else around him was playing.  After all, he didn’t fit into soci-
ety the way other people did.  He felt like a priest with a hard-on; like a monk with a car phone; like a nun with a taste for
leather...  Resigning himself to this fact, William turned himself against the various foster families that opened their homes to
him.  It just seemed easier to reject people before they could reject him.

Not wanting to make the mistake of growing roots in unreliable soil again, William decided that he would do everything in
his power to disrupt the lives of his foster families.  There was no reason to be cooperative with them.  He made a habit of mak-
ing unreasonable demands, of taking anything that didn’t belong to him, and of running away when he was consequented for



his behaviors.  
It wasn’t long before he realized that two thirds of all parenting is a simple, powerless bluff. This realization was very liber-

ating to him.  Suddenly, all the borders that were laid around him became transparent.  Suddenly, he felt like a dog on a bro-
ken leash.                                   As this sense of freedom took root in William’s mind, he began to take delight in probing
the boundaries of his anger.  He began punctuating his sentences with the sound of shattered glass and broken plaster.  In no
time at all, William had managed to violate every window and wall in the foster home in his struggle to maintain control of the
house.  Who would have ever imagined that anger could be so much fun?  To their surprise, his foster parents found themselves
longing for the days when he limited himself to being a mere nightmare.            

Three years and a dozen failed foster placements later, William was a changed person.  His grandmother’s failing heart and
his mother’s failing...everything...made it impossible for him to return home.  By this time, the little garden in his personality
that his grandmother had once maintained with such care had become choked with weeds.  

Frustrated, his social worker filed unruly charges against him.  She was tired of dumping him on unsuspecting foster homes
with the hope that they would be able to tolerate his incorrigible behavior.  She was tired of seeing families drop out of the fos-
ter care program after William had tormented every maternal instinct out of them.    

When he tried to test this new boundary by running away from his foster family, he was brought to court for violating the
terms of his probation.  He had crossed one line too many this time.  In place of the usual lecture from his social worker, he
was sentenced to two weeks in a detention home.

William spent most of his time in the DH keeping to himself.  If you and I could have opened his cranial vault and peered
into that three pound bundle of thought, however, we would have found that he was a young man who was full of emptiness
(or empty of fullness).  He spent all his time being wall-to-wall with thoughts of his mother and grandmother.  He felt com-
pletely betrayed by them.  He felt like an abandoned house that was left at the mercy of the neighborhood vandals.  

William had numerous opportunities to change his situation in a positive way. These opportunities, however, were wasted
on him.  William was the type of person who was more likely to sit, resentfully, through a terrible T.V. program than to get up
and change the channel.    

There was a kid named Nick at the detention home.  Nick had the seductive quality in his personality that made people
want to do what he said.  Even the staff tended to clear pathways for him between the rules of the facility. They knew that if
they displeased him the entire detention home population would become out of control.  Much to their concern, they had to
play the same kind of bluffing games that most parents were forced to endure.

Nick was a Messiah of sorts.  One day he would become a powerful politician with a reputation for being tough on crime.
He would also become known for being a bit of a philanderer.  Nick had a long way to go between the concrete walls of the
detention home and the silky beds of his numerous infidelities.

Nick could see the proverbial writing on the wall.  The only problem was that he was hopelessly dyslexic.  As a result, he
often found himself leading his followers down one-way streets against the traffic of reasonable thought.  Years later this quali-
ty would win him an entire series of elections.

The other kids followed their dyslexic Jesus with the kind of unquestioning obedience that often results in human sacrifices,
wars, and bad hair styles.  Nick, a painfully skinny kid with pitted skin and mournful teeth, was especially adept at using his
unmatched eyes to his advantage.  One eye was like a patch of sky with a touch of milk poured into it.  The other eye was like
a bottle of cheap Mexican beer.  He combined these two colorful spheres to draw attention away from the realities that obstruct-
ed his path. 

William was looking for something big and frightening that he could attach himself to so that he could give his anger a
voice.  Nick provided this for him.  While William’s social skills were like bad grammar, Nick’s were pure literature.  Nick’s
words were like a perfect mathematical language; each sentence a little poetic equation.  He could hold the attention of his audi-
ence the way a junkie holds a favorite needle.

Nick was the undisputed leader of the facility. There was, however, a give-and-take in this situation.  He knew that he could
only control the crowd if he was using all the right tools.  These tools could be located by reading the crowd and figuring out
what it was that they wanted to hear.  In this way the crowd controlled him.  After getting to know the other kids in the DH,
Nick decided that the proper tools were rebellion and destruction.

William found himself transfixed by Nick’s delinquent gospel; his charisma; his hypnotic, mismatched eyes...  Nick had come
up with a plan.  Gathering together a group of his most useful followers (four disciples, one female and three males), he invit-



ed them to be part of his vision.  
Virtually every kid in the facility knew of the plan.  Some of the staff may have even known about it.  Despite this, nobody

tried to bring it to an end.  That was how powerful Nick’s influence was over the detention home.
During the recreation period (a time chosen because it was the only point in the day in which males and females were allowed

to be together in the commons), two kids started a choreographed fight in a far corner of the facility. With this planned dis-
traction in place, Nick and his four followers fell comfortably into their chosen roles.  

It was William’s job to disable the hall guard.  He had hoped that the guard would be one of the staff members who he could
really enjoy hurting.  This wasn’t the case.  As he turned the corner to confront the guard, he found himself face to face with
Mr. Steve.

The staff never used their last names around the kids.  In a marriage of respect and confidentiality, they were known as “Mr.
Mark”, “Mrs. Colleen” and so on.  These were the types of things that made up daily life in lock-up.

Mr. Steve was actually the most popular staff member in the detention home.  He used to smuggle cigarettes into the facil-
ity for the kids and he often pretended not to notice when the males and females snuck little affections to each other during
the recreation period.  He was the kind of employee who was a dream for the kids and a nightmare for the personnel depart-
ment.

As he raised a chair over his head, William felt a little squish of guilt running through his body.  It wasn’t enough to stop
him, though.  He had become skilled at locking off the emotions that were troublesome to him in moments of violence.  

The first hit had a wet, doughy feel to it as the chair leg bounced off of Mr. Steve’s upper back.  The second and third hits,
though, had a more solid tone to them as the body of the chair came down squarely on the poor man’s head.  

William continued to bring the chair down on Mr. Steve over and over again until Nick and another boy finally succeeded
in plunging a table through one of the windows.  Unobstructed, Nick and his four followers stepped through the shattered
opening, their bodies still rattling with adrenaline.

Nick hot-wired a car from the staff parking lot.  He felt so powerful; so free.  Excitement roared through the five runners as
they raced out onto the freeway, blissfully ignoring the fact that they had nowhere to go. Their pilgrimage took them down the
elated dirt roads in search of a stretch of open freeway.

As time went on, they started to prod their brains for hiding places.  There just didn’t seem to be anywhere that would have
them.  It seemed odd to be on such a big planet and to have so few places to go.  Over time, the realization that their little plan
could have been thought out a little more carefully began to soak it’s way through their enthusiasm.

The stolen car, a high-mileage Ford, raced aimlessly down interstate 76.  It passed an endless procession of other cars, each
stuffed with the pasts, presents, and futures of its passengers.  The Ford passed a big, expensive luxury car that contained the
Medina Hospital obstetrician who assisted in William’s birth.  Fortunately, William looked quite different from the last time
that the Doctor saw him.  

The obstetrician had been retired for a couple of years at the time.  In order to fill the holes in his day that were left when
he retired, this gentle man became a master gardener. The same man who used to pull children out of their mothers spent his
remaining years pulling prize winning vegetables out of the earth.  

The aimless Ford passed a young couple who were married only a week earlier.  Although they were still in the nape of their
marriage, the wife was looking at her husband out of the corner of her eye, wondering how much longer she could tolerate liv-
ing with him.  Fortunately, her doubts would prove to be meaningless.  She would go on to spend her entire life with him.  In
that time he would cheat on her once and she would cheat on him twice.  In the end, he would be the one who held her eighty-
year-old hand as a rampant cancer escorted her out of her hospital bed and into the next world.

The carload of runaway kids passed an ancient station wagon that contained a middle-aged housewife.  Although she did-
n’t know it at the time, the woman was only a few hours away from her death.  She was headed home where she was about to
start dinner, take out the trash, and, then, suffer a massive brain aneurysm.

The kids were completely unaware of the lives that shared the freeway with them.  Some of them busied themselves by argu-
ing about where they should take their newfound (and perplexing) freedom.  Others were sifting through the debris in the car
that betrayed meaningless little secrets about its owner.

In the glove compartment they found ticket stubs from a musical, a pair of badly scratched sun glasses, a bottle of mosqui-
to repellent, three dried-up pens, and an envelope with a grocery list scribbled on it’s back.  As is usually the case, there were
no gloves in the glove compartment.  On the floor in the back of the car they found a rusted bicycle  chain, another pen, a State



of Florida road map, a rust sodden mitten, three pennies, and a nickel.  Each item was like a little totem in the life of car’s owner.
After driving around aimlessly for three hours, the car ran out of gas.  Nick herded his followers into the woods that butted

up against the freeway.  He didn’t really know what to do next but he knew that if he was going to remain in control it was
important for him to be as decisive as possible.  

Nick split his followers into two groups.  He explained that they would be more efficient in finding shelter if they scoped
out the area separately and, then, regrouped back at the car a few hours later.  Although he didn’t know it at the time, he would
never see the other group or the car again.  

In one group were two boys who William never really got to know. The other group was made up of William, Nick, and a
girl named Della.  Della was at the detention home because she beat up her mother in an argument over who would be doing
the dishes that evening.

Della was the kind of girl who would have made a great man’s man.  She was simply too brutish and aggressive to live up
to the feminine ideals.  There were few things in this world that were more satisfying to this young woman than the feeling of
burying her fist into the soft tissues of another person’s face.  

Despite all of these masculine traits, Della was still remarkably sexual.  It was all part of her celebration of everything mas-
culine.  She loved the male form as much as she loved the male lifestyle.  In her brain, sex was a predatory sport.  It was her sex-
uality, in fact, that inspired Nick to put her into his side of the divided group.

Night was closing in around Nick, Della, and William as they entered the woods.  Slathering themselves with hijacked mos-
quito repellent, they disappeared into the greenery like a patallion of ground forces invading a foreign country. They became
lost almost immediately.

Realizing that he wasn’t going to be able to find his way back to the car, Nick told Della and William that the real reason
he broke the group into two pieces was because he wanted to cut away the dead wood.  He boasted about tricking the two other
kids into thinking that they would be meeting back at the car. William struggled to believe Nick’s lie.  

In an attempted display of resourcefulness, Nick tried to start a fire.  He assembled a pile of leaves and sticks but couldn’t
seem to get the green wood to hold a flame.  After several attempts, he had to accept the fact that he accomplished little beyond
producing a considerable amount of smoke.  Years later, critics would have the same thing to say about his political career.

William was starting to have his doubts about Nick.  Nick was starting to have doubts about himself.  Della, on the other
hand, seemed to be completely taken with her leader.  She kept nuzzling up against him with the kind of eroticism that a hun-
gry house cat expresses to a refrigerator.  In order to reaffirm his self-esteem, Nick started to return Della’s frattage.  He started
kissing her neck.  

William couldn’t help but notice that he and his friends were still stuck in the woods with no plan for returning to society.
All the nuzzling in the world wouldn’t fix this problem.  He tried to share his realization with his fellow runaways.  

The last thing that Nick needed was to be reminded of his failings.  He was starting to feel like William and his realizations
were nothing more than a piece of garbage that was stuck to the bottom of his shoe.  They were like an eyeful of sand; They
were like the neighbor’s new puppy that yelps all night long from the back yard...  Nick licked Della’s neck, the sour taste of
mosquito repellent filling his mouth.  

Della gently unfastened Nick’s pants and reached into them.  She was surprised to find that nothing productive going on
down there.  The stress of his little pilgrimage had left Nick as deflated as a beached blowfish.  

“What’s wrong?”, Della asked, “I’m not pretty enough for you?”.  Her voice was full of sudden, jagged pitch shifts like a ver-
bal stabbing.  

Suddenly, Nick began to look like a magician whose tricks had become as transparent as cellophane.  He jumped to his feet,
zipping and buttoning his pants.  His eyes lost their exotic sheen.  Bathed in panic, they started to look like the mismatched
hubcaps on an abandoned car.

“Shut up!  Shut up!”, he yelled back at Della.  It was becoming harder and harder to remember how articulate he was capa-
ble of being.       

* * *

He was sitting in his room, listening; waiting for his neighbor to leave her apartment.  He was listening to her grooming
patterns while his moment of neighborly contact raced closer and closer. The sounds of love crammed themselves into his ears.



He listened while she rustled into and out of various outfits; while she picked through her personal belongings, looking for her
car keys; while she descended the stairs, her musical key chain jangling at each step; while she stepped through the door; while
she pulled the door shut; while she gently slipped the key into the lock, lacing its puzzle pattern into the tumblers...

He could feel his heart pounding against his chest like a drunk in the back of a riot wagon.  While his neighbor’s shoes
tapped out their leaving information in high-heeled morse code, William finished writing the note that he had intended to leave
on her pillow. The note said, “I have been listening to you.  You have been listening to me.  It’s about time for us to meet”.
Feeling satisfied with his message, William put on his shoes and left his apartment.  He found his credit card and fished it
around the tongue of his neighbor’s door. To his surprise, the french kiss of plastic and metal persuaded the door to pop open
almost immediately.

“Jesus Christ”, he thought to himself, “these apartments are a bunch of rat boxes”.   He decided that he needed to put a dead
bolt on his door before some lunatic could get into his home.  “There are a lot so sick people out there”, he thought.

He felt a glowing heat radiating from his stomach as the door opened and the smells from the apartment raced out to meet
him.  It smelled like the kind of sticky, sweet perfume that little girls are so attracted to before their tastes get more sophisti-
cated.  It smelled very naive.

William quietly shut the door behind himself and crept up the steps, into the bedroom.  Despite the fact that the apartment
was laid out exactly like his own, it looked remarkably different.  Dried flowers and dime store art were scattered around the
walls.  Several little velvet and straw pictures pretended to be Chinese with their peach blossom bird motifs and their black lac-
quer frames.  A stuffed cat, probably a childhood relic, stared stupidly into space from the corner of the bed.

William approached the bed as if it was a place of worship. The tangled, unmade pile of sheets and blankets were like a
document of the young woman’s sleep.  He gingerly placed the note on her pillow, sat on the bed, and turned to probe the per-
sonal items on her bedside table.  He picked up a hairbrush from the dresser and examined it as if it was an archeological find,
the tips of his fingers alive with static-electric excitement. 

Suddenly, he heard an apocholiptic sound.  It was the sound of a key entering the already unengaged lock at the front door.
It was followed by the confused sound of the key discovering that its task was already completed.  The door swung open.  The
woman entered her apartment.

* * *

The sheriff ’s deputy read William, Della, and Nick their rights.  He also informed them of the charges that were being
pressed against them.  It wasn’t until this time that they realized how their fates laid scattered on the floor in front of them.
Della and Nick were being charged with criminal damaging, evading arrest, grand theft auto, and a slew of other crimes.
William was charged with all of these things plus one other:  Attempted murder.  Apparently, the staff member who received
William’s diversionary blows to the head was in a hospital where he lay suspended in a coma.  Although he survived the attack,
Mr. Steve would never completely recover.

The only member of the runaways to be tried as an adult, William was placed in a DYS facility until he reached the age of
twenty one.  Although most people in these facilities actually get out much sooner than their initial sentence, he had to remain
in the facility right up until his twenty first birthday.  Had he chosen a less visual, a less newsworthy crime, he would have been
out before his eighteenth birthday. The long sentence taught him a very important lesson:  Choose your crimes carefully.

Even though he was released from the DYS facility during a time when the Viet Nam war was at full boil, he didn’t have to
worry about serving his country.  As it turned out, his criminal record made him ineligible to serve in the army.  Apparently,
the government preferred to have its killing done by a less violent portion of the population.

With no job, very few friends, and no interests, William had to make the best of his years living alone in the government
assisted apartments.  He tried collecting stamps, reading, drugs...  Each hobby held his attention for a little while.  It was a few
years, though, before he developed his favorite hobby:  Sitting and listening.

* * *

He was sitting and listening.  It was the first time that he got to hear sounds from the female side of the common wall.
Excited, he knew that his chance to meet his neighbor was at hand.  



Feeling very absent minded, the woman returned home to retrieve a library book that she had neglected to grab when she
left a few minutes earlier.  Flustered, she wondered how she had managed to forget to lock the door when she left the apart-
ment.

As she charged upstairs, William felt the layers of panic thickening in his body.  He didn’t want to scare the woman who
had for so long been the object of his desire.  Quietly getting up from the bed, he tried to find a non-threatening pose that he
could assume.

The woman burst into her bedroom and into an entire festival of physical gyrations.  The sight of William, hopefully wav-
ing to her from the middle of the room, caused her to jump back into the wall.  She released an animal-like scream that scared
the hell out of her intruder.  Lots of other things happened too.  She wet her pants, electricity prickled down her back, her heart
started flubbering wildly around her chest, she covered her ears, she fell back and pulled her legs up against her upper body...

The woman was in a fetal position.  People often do this sort of thing when they are in a panic.  It is a physical expression
of a person’s wish to return to the safe world of his or her mother’s womb.  Unfortunately, this is not a very realistic desire to
have.  If William’s neighbor could have returned to her mother’s womb it would have accomplished nothing except to cause her
mother a considerable amount of discomfort.

William didn’t really know how to respond to this little display.  He stood there, still waving, a panicked look invading his
eyes.

“Hi!”, he ventured, “It’s me...  William”.
William was a bit disappointed at the greeting that his neighbor had for him.  As spectacular as it was, it lacked the warmth

that he had expected.  He was also a little disappointed to see what his neighbor really looked like.  
She was a bit on the plain side.  Her thighs were rather bovine for his taste and her forehead seemed to protrude a little too

far ahead of her eyes.  Her nose wasn’t exactly petite either.  No, she didn’t look very much like he remembered.  
As a couple of awkward minutes passed, the young woman realized that her odds of being sucked back into her mother’s

womb were fairly low.  She looked up at William, getting a good look at his face for the first time.  Again, William said “Hi!”
in the friendliest voice that he could muster. This time, she responded to his greeting.

“Get out!”, she said, “Get out!  Get out!  Get out!...  Get out!”.
William thought the woman was being pretty darn rude.  He moved closer in an attempt to explain the situation to her.

She obviously didn’t realize the he was the man she had been listening to through her walls for all those months.  It seemed that
a brief explanation was in order.

Abandoning her fetal position, the young woman moved on to another coping strategy.  She waited until he got within a
few feet of her and then she lunged up to grab William by the throat.  There was no doubt about it, she was a rude, rude woman.  

William desperately tried to calm his poorly mannered attacker.
“Wait”, he said, “It’s me...  William”.  His voice, pinched by the panicked hands of his neighbor, made him sound as if he

had been inhaling helium.  
Romance is a funny thing.  While William tried to straighten out his derailed passions, his neighbor grabbed one of the vel-

vet and straw pictures off the wall and started beating him over the head with it.  She was beating the love right out of him.
As he began to lose consciousness, William realized that he had made a big mistake when he entered this woman’s life.  He

knew that the aspirins, damp wash cloths, and the old soft shoe would inevitably be followed by the usual procession of police,
judges, and social workers.  He wondered if he was going to end up in the Mansfield Correctional Facility.

As William slipped out of awareness he could have sworn that he heard that ancient pipe organ wheezing out its rehabilita-
tion like a thousand sickly bag pipers.  He felt as if he was returning to the concrete walls of his grandmother’s love.  He was
sitting.  He was listening...
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